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Advantages:

• Offset lost fishing opportunities

• Effective use of “dead space” in 
between turbines

• No contradicting uses (e.g. trawling) 
that can affect seabed infrastructure

• Share resources

Ideas from Europe

• Harvesting mussels from wind farm 
structures

• Wind farm foundations as artificial 
reefs

• Integration of longlines or fish cages 
with the wind turbine structures or 
space in between.
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Case study: Shell fish with North Hoyle wind farm

• Challenges for the mussel producers: 
– Adapting operational practice for local 

conditions

– Developing a sufficient bathymetric 
understanding 

• Concerns for wind farm operators:
– unfamiliar set of processes

– benefit to the on-going operation,

– demands of operating in challenging off-shore 
conditions 

– Health and safety issues 

– Scheduling issues

• Codes of practice: 
– Detailed descriptions of the mussel cultivation 

trial proposal 

– Method statement 

– Operational plan 

– Marine emergency response plan 

– Risk assessment

– Vessel Insurance 

• Permission from Welsh Government 
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farm operators must seek to safeguard against disruption / damage to under-water (not 
buried) cables, and protect against scouring around mono-pole turbines, while the 
aquaculture practitioner needs to minimise the possibility that his crop is disturbed / 
removed. “Natural” or “normal” operating conditions may be altered by intervention, 
accidental or otherwise of any third party.  
 
However, there is a benefit for aquaculture to be located within wind farm sites, because 
movements within these sites are likely to be relatively restricted compared to other subtidal 
areas – no shipping will navigate between turbines, etc. – therefore the risk of disruption to 
the crop is reduced. 

 
 
Before the trials began RWE npower shared relevant information with Deepdock Ltd, including cable-
location, detailed bottom conditions and bathymetry (see cable schematic). 

 

 
 
Image: Deepdock Ltd.’s fishing vessel approaching the North Hoyle Wind Farm during favourable 
conditions, at high tide. 


